Girls fencing team to be barred from ACC

by Jerry Lukus

ND fencing coach Michael DeCicco revealed last night that the girls fencing club he organized has been barred from the Athletic and Convocation Center by the administration and the Convo Management.

DeCicco was confronted by ACC manager John Plouff last Tuesday (October 19) and told that his girls, who were practicing at the time, would have to leave. According to DeCicco, Plouff "read the riot act to us."

Plouff, when contacted by the Observer, said that the university policy allows no girls anywhere in the ACC other than on the skating rink.

"We are operating on the basis that we'll be ready to handle them (girls) in September of 1972 when they become Notre Dame students," Plouff said.

DeCicco contacted University Executive Vice-President Reverend Edmund Joyce after the eviction, but Joyce only echoed Plouff's statement, according to DeCicco.

"He was very negative," the fencing coach said.

Plouff agreed that the girls use the facilities for the rest of the week, so today will be their last day in the ACC. As of Monday the girls will have no place to practice. DeCicco insists that he will not let the team fold. "I refuse to just pull the pin. We'll practice in the streets if we have to."

Fencing clubs of things may have just to have. Plouff said that he really doesn't know where there are other fencing facilities on campus. He said that past fencing teams have practiced the Rock and the fieldhouse. Joyce "supposed" that there are facilities on the St. Mary's campus.

Despite the current situation, the fencing mentor expressed some hope. "I'll find some place. There's bound to be a room or a basement over at St. Mary's that we can use." DeCicco wasn't able to understand why girls could use the facilities. According to the fencing coach, it was "senseless" to practice somewhere else when such "handsome" facilities existed in the ACC.

The girls took up no locker space in the convos. They changed and showered at St. Mary's. DeCicco expressed great disappointment over the whole affair. "It's easy to forget sometimes when you've even started it, but it's really tough to stop something after you've started it."

He noted that "maybe there are internal politics at Notre Dame," concerning the incorporating of girls into the Notre Dame program. (Continued on page 3)
Most of the discussion centered on Fr. Hesburgh’s letter to the students Oct. 1 about approving the sanctions which the Board of Trustees wishes to impose.

Although the university president would not admit that he wanted a “taming down of the whole parietals mess,” he seemed exasperated by the persistent questioning.

“It is impossible to have a rational discussion about it,” he said. “I send a simple letter and the person who writes editorials goes haywire.”

Hesburgh did not designate whether he was referring to OBSERVER or SCHOLASTIC editorials.

“The parietals things is a peanut question compared to other things such as how we’re going to integrate 2,500 girls into a male campus. It complicates and distracts you from the main things,” he insisted.

“Last year there was an enormous effort to treat people like adults and they acted like children,” he said. He substantiated this charge by citing $80,000 of destruction and vandalism, 55 student deaths from ‘overdrinking’, and “several kids whose lives are still fouled up by drugs... a student killing in which the student judicial court slapped the assaulant on the wrist and gave him a $4.25 fine... It was a pretty bad year.”

Questioned on the effect of the wage-price freeze on the university, Fr. Hesburgh replied it “murdered” the faculty “whose raises should have become effective in September after the August 16 deadline.”

“We put all of the ‘raise’ money in a special fund and are currently petitioning the government to let us give it out retroactively in last September,” he explained.

Commenting on the Nixon appointment to the Supreme Court, Fr. Hesburgh, also chairman of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, stated, “I’m afraid the Supreme Court is going to get a lot more strait. My guess is that the Court will take a more structured approach. They will become strict constructionists instead of the idealistic leadership needed.”

He termed the Nixon administration “impractical” in general on social legislation.

AUTUMN RETREAT
An experience in Christian sharing
Sat. and Sun., Nov. 6 and 7
SMC Clubhouse
Open to 32 ND-SMC Students
Deadline: Tue. Nov. 2

for info and reservations call Fr. Roger Cormier (5389) or Tom Stella (1188)

...and saves you money

Your Student Billing Card is yours at no cost at the Indiana Bell Business Office. So, if you or a friend you can make long distance calls from your room simply by telling the operator your card number.

Calling by Student Billing Card eliminates the $0.25 additional charge made on every station-to-station “collect” call within Indiana.

If you’re a dorm resident, get your card now!
ND Democrats

The Notre Dame Democrats met this week to mark the beginning of their activity for this year. The club is to serve as a clearinghouse for ideas and for action; among the activities of the club shall be the invitation of speakers who are prominent in the Democratic Party, including all the candidates for the Democratic presidential nomination. It will work with the Democratic Party in South Bend in an attempt to make that party more responsive to the needs of the community, particularly students, the unemployed, and the blacks. Although the club shall begin its main activities shortly after the Indiana primary next year, new members are welcome, as the club is seeking to establish a basis for its activities later in the year. Those interested in joining the club may contact the president, Dennis Wall, at telephone number 4801 or Bill Phillips, the vice-president, at 4807.

Cat Stevens

The Social Commission of Student Union announced yesterday evening that they will be placing more Cat Stevens tickets on sale Thursday at the dinner hour in the Notre Dame dining halls. The ticket prices will be the same as before.

No girls allowed on fencing team

(Continued from page 1) Several girls approached DeCicco last September and asked him to help form the team; he said and several members of the varsity squad offered to coach the girls. DeCicco then went to Dominic Napolitano, director of non-varsity sports, for approval. Napolitano seemed very encouraged so DeCicco proceeded with the plan. About 30 girls showed up for the first meeting and as the season continued, the squad whittled itself down to about 12 members. But after 10 days of practice, Mr. PFEIFFER interceded.

DeCicco offered to pay a rental fee to use the ACC, but has had no response.

Academic Commission Forum

The Academic Commission is sponsoring an economics forum debate on Nixon's stabilization policy tonight at 8:00 in the library auditorium. The forum will examine motives, goals, and repercussions of the policy and provide for discussion between the speakers. Presentations will be made by Professors Rakowski and Benelli of the economics department and Professor Trubac of the finance department. The discussion will be moderated by Professor Dugan, chairman of the economics department. The title of the forum will be "The Freeze, Phase II, and the Future."

Around the Campus

Should you drink beer straight from the bottle?

If you're on a blanket party or something, carrying along a glass is pretty clumsy. But when it's convenient, we think it's a shame not to use one. Keeping Budweiser inside the bottle or can is missing half the fun.

Those tiny bubbles getting organized at the top of your glass have a lot to do with taste and aroma. Most beers have carbonation pumped in mechanically. Not Budweiser. We go to a barrel of trouble and expense to let Budweiser create its own bubbles with the natural carbonation of Beechwood Ageing. So you really can't blame us for wanting you to get it at its best, can you?

Just for fun, pour your next four or five bottles of Bud into a glass. If you don't agree that the extra taste, clarity and aroma make a big difference, go back to the bottle.

We won't say another word.

Budweiser is the King of Beers.

(But you know that.)

ANNHEUSER-BUSCH INC. · ST. LOUIS · NEWARK · LOS ANGELES · TAMPAA · HOUSTON · COLUMBUS · JACKSONVILLE · MIDDLETOWN
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For Congress to make appropriations for NATO. I if that is so, it raises the question whether NATO is a necessary defense force for the Western allies, or an American system for rewarding or punishing European governments.

Senator Fullbright, in what appears to have been an excess of zeal to protect the U.N. contribution, said that he had voted against its position. Similarly, Senator Scott observed plaintively that some foreign-aid recipients had shown "classic lack of appreciation."

In reality, a foreign-aid program undertaken as a means of buying votes in the United Nations, or used to punish independent nations that dared to disagree with the American will, would be a device for international bribery. And it is the fact that these unrealistic responses to the reality of the U.N. vote would further erode the United States' standing among nations.

THE NEW YORK TIMES

Thursday, October 28, 1971

In politics and diplomacy, facing reality seems the exception rather than the rule, and the half-truth, the half-measure and the blindfold are commonplace. If for no other reason, the United Nations' clear-cut decision to seat the Peking Government and oust the Nationalist Chinese was exciting and unusual. Unfortunately, the politics of unreality already has started to reassert itself.

What the delegation did on Monday night faced reality in two significant ways. The first, and most important, was in the simple recognition of what most of the world has long conceded - that the Communist Government in Peking, in fact, the reigning regime for the vast Chinese Mainland and population, and faces no actual challenge from the Nationalists on Taiwan.

The second reality derived from the fact that, in effect, Peking represents the Chinese people and Mainland, then Taipei could not also claim to do so; it could at best represent something else. But what was at stake was the recognition of China. Thus, although American politics and Cold War History have made a "two China's" policy desirable in some ways, the concept had no basic logic - particularly since the one thing on which Peking and the Nationalists agree is that Taiwan is an integral part of China.

If facing reality were to be the rule, rather than the exception, the next step would be to find some acceptable way to deal with the question of Taiwan, particularly the native Taiwanese people as distinguished from the Nationalist Chinese. But the votes had scarcely been cast at the United Nations before all sorts of unrealisticities began to obscure the result.

It was only to be expected, of course, that Chiang Kai-Shek would protest bitterly, although his claim that the United Nations had taken "illegal action" echoed rather hollowly. Similarly, the Nationalist group to continue in the world bank and other U.N. agencies is likely to run squarely against the hard fact of a new situation.

That situation is that Peking has won the long contest for world recognition as the representative of China; maybe it actually did so when President Nixon announced his forthcoming visit. But the United Nations seal marked, signed and delivered the victory. Twist and delay as they might, the Nationalists are unlikely to find an escape, at least for long, from that reality.

Nor will any of the various unrealities being voiced in Congress and elsewhere, even if acted upon, retrieve the old situation; they can only make the new situation less fruitful and more dangerous. Thus, Senator Goldwater, advocating in his old-time form an American withdrawal from the United Nations and its expulsion from these sacred shores, would only destroy the usefulness of the world organization and further isolate the United States, for no visible gain. This would be quite diplomacy.

More serious proposals to reduce the American contribution to the United Nations and its agencies come perilously close to the same thing. Even Senators Mansfield and Scott, proposing reductions on the ground that the United Nations spends too much anyway, which may be, would leave the United States in a position to charge that it was acting in retaliation and in the spirit of the bad loser.

This is particularly so since most proposals for reducing the American contribution would not affect the United Nations so much as its subsidiary, y agencies - the children's Fund, for instance, and the World Health Organization. In the wealthiest nation on earth 'it's time we took our place among the right; about what's right the American agencies contribute to such activities because a bare majority of the other nations of the world refused any longer to yield to the American will on the China issue'.

Some senators even seem willing to cut off a hard-nose to spite their faces. Senator Allott of Colorado said that since some NATO allies of the United States had voted for Peking, it would now be more difficult for Congress to make appropriations for NATO. If that is so, it raises the question whether NATO is a necessary defense force for the Western allies, or an American system for rewarding or punishing European governments.

Senator Fullbright, in what appears to have been an excess of zeal to protect the U.N. contribution, said that he had voted against its position. Similarly, Senator Scott observed plaintively that some foreign-aid recipients had shown "classic lack of appreciation."

In reality, a foreign-aid program undertaken as a means of buying votes in the United Nations, or used to punish independent nations that dared to disagree with the American will, would be a device for international bribery. And it is the fact that these unrealistic responses to the reality of the U.N. vote would further erode the United States' standing among nations.
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In the Nation:

Reality and Unreality
Tom Wicker

(c) 1971 New York Times News Service

Let the Girls Fence

Paradoxes are always a lot of fun. They aren't too much fun for the person or persons who try to promulgate them, but they are hilarious for those who watch the perpetrators try and explain their way out of them.

Gales of laughter should sweep both campuses as Fr. Joyce or Mr. Plouff try and explain why SMC girls are allowed in the Rock, but not in the Convocation Center.

The only people who won't be laughing will be those connected with the girl's fencing team. They won't be laughing because they're the big losers in the latest little bungle by the administration.

Fencing Coach Mike DeCicca, after being approached with the possibility, set the team up in September. The team started with 20 girls and a corp of 12 developed as practice continued.

Ten days later the girls found themselves out on the street. Michael the Archangel, in the guise of ACC Manager John Plouff, swooped down on the unsuspecting squad and ordered them from the Convo.

Their crime? - being of the female sex.

Once the news broke that girls were being allowed to swim in the Rock's pool it appeared that Notre Dame no longer considered being an athletically minded SMC girl taboo.

The girl's fencing team found out otherwise.

While the Rock has decided to recognize equality of the sexes, the ACC is still stubbornly holding out: The girls on the fencing team didn't use the lockerroom, they didn't demand use of shower facilities, and they used the practice room when no one else needed it, but they were still thrown out.

Plouff explained that SMC girls can't use the Convo until they officially become NO student next year. Apparently whoever runs the Rock thinks otherwise. As of last night there was no indication that the manager of the Rock was going to be fired for running counter to official University Policy.

The girl's fencing team is having its last practice session in the Convo tonight. After that they will be scrounging around for a place to fence. Fr. Joyce said he thinks there should be space available over at St. Mary's to practice.

Well maybe there is and maybe there isn't. That's not the question though. Girls can swim at the Rock but they can't use an unoccupied pool it appeared that Notre Dame no longer considered being an athletically minded SMC girl taboo.

The girl's fencing team is having its last practice session in the Convo tonight. After that they will be scrounging around for a place to fence. Fr. Joyce said he thinks there should be space available over at St. Mary's to practice.

Well maybe there is and maybe there isn't. That's not the question though. Girls can swim at the Rock but they can't use an unoccupied pool it appeared that Notre Dame no longer considered being an athletically minded SMC girl taboo.

Of course, we won't consume this marriage until '74 or '75, but.....
mary gail peterson

what's a nice girl like me...

Sometime between the time of the Goblins and the time of the Planets, there was the time of the Merger - and there was I! Then I never thought about us being ethnocentric but now as I look at it, I suppose we were. Oh, but you asked about me at the time...

Well, I was a young woman, newly graduated from Notre Dame with a Master's in Counseling, going with a Noter Doter and eager to stay in South Bend. Behold! I was offered a job as a counselor at St. Joseph's High School and after some consideration, I took it. And lo! I remembered hearing in August about SMC needing someone to live in the dorm as a dorm counselor. I wondered... I thought 'twould not be had; in fact, 'twould be good for both me and SMC if I would work for them. So to the office of Dr. Cannon I went. About as dynamic as her name, she interviewed me and I was hired.

I remembered thinking that since I had been an RA in the dorm as a Senior at my own Alma Mater and had worked as a staff member in the dorm after graduation, I would be an old hand and an asset. I did not think of everyone not knowing me as they had, of being introduced with a label ("counselor") after my name, or being a professional when I was me since there seemed to them to be a difference.

I suppose I shall always remember those days as the days of the questions: Who are you? What's your name? And I would reply and then there would be a silence until, it registered or else discussion would ensue. And then inevitably there would be the startled expression, the gaping mouth and the "Oh, you're a real live counselor!" At that point, I would wiggle my toes (for them) and pinch myself (for me) and draw out my credentials.

I must say, though, I was well received. They would say they were glad they were getting good service and that it (I) was a good idea. 'Course after the honeymoon was over, the novelty worn off, and the shininess of my credentials dulled through overuse, I began to wonder what people thought of counselors. Six heads? Green hair? Social activities: discussion of serious problems? Inhuman? Just about the time I was checking in the mirror, I was asked to a party or had a good visit with some students.

Then there was always the advantage of my youth. At St. Jo's, a teacher asked me what homeroom I was in so that gives you an idea of how many people asked me if I was a Freshman at SMC. Not having gone to SMC, I too needed to know where the laundry room was, what time the Shuttle left, and where Madeleva Hall was.

Yes, I know, I started out with the year of the Merger. Well, you see, counseling means integration among other things to me. And when I think of merger and integration, I think of glue. And glue, literally or figuratively, helps put people and things together. I never did have a pot of glue, then or now, but I figured so long as I was put together, I could help others get themselves together.

So I reside in LeMans Hall at night as Resident Hall Counselor - in the year of the Merger.

Yesterday and Today. Room 225. Phone 4494.

views
of
an
r.a....

needed: guest pumpkins.....

To be loaned for creation of the Sincerest Pumpkin Patch - Uchbias' Mass, Keenan. Especially needed: one Super-Pumpkin to serve as King of the Fruits. Tel. 7966

by

ken mccandless
Mail Rape Exposed

Editor:

On Friday, a Walsh resident complained about poor delivery of on-campus mail. Our sincere apologies to this individual who has obviously experienced an infrequent abrasion in the service.

A possible solution to this problem of raped mail would be for the individual to place eight cent stamp on his envelope and send it the conventional way.

Hoping that sufficient confidence that for no cost, the on-campus mail system does provide an efficient service for the student body.

There is a considerable volume of mail each day and I am knowledgeable of the fact that Bob Scott, Jack Andryszak, Tom Thompson, Alicia Purrell, Allison Kittel, Joanne Martener, and Jean Astians deliver their mail every day.

The problem arises when students decide to hoard the OC mail every day. The problem with this is that the OC mailmen decide to hold the OC mail for a few days before delivering it.

The hall mailman's justification is that the services commission doesn't pay them to deliver OC mail, which is by the way arrives at their doors sorted by room number. Last year, the Services Commission paid the hall mailman $10 a semester to collect the OC mail. As a result, the mail was rarely delivered because they felt the pay wasn't worth it. The Services Commission members deliver the sorted mail with the U.S. mail. However, Services still refused to pay the hall mailmen. We get no money from Student Government and the only way we get services is by sponsoring movies and trips to compensate for these expenditures.

If there are any more complaints about OC mail I would appreciate them being directed towards myself or the Oberhau.

Then can we contact the mailmen and try to find a solution?

Thanks.  
Jim Scholfield  
Services Commissioner. 

P. S. The Oberhau has received no complaints.

The Letter Explained

Editor:

I can heartily restrain myself from finding out who wrote that idiotic letter.  

Are you under the impression that the universe is big time.  

What do you want?  

The Observer, it contains one more complaint against the hall mailmen.  

And remember, Allegheny Airlines ticket counter and purchase your Young Adult Card for $5.50 for the rest of 1971.

And remember, Allegheny also accepts other airlines Young Adult Cards.
The LaFortune Student Center - on a Wednesday night - is a far cry from Notre Dame Stadium on a Saturday afternoon. But last night, even as he settled himself into one of LaFortune's first floor couches, Greg Marx had no trouble finding his inspiration.

Marx, at 6-5, 252 lbs., man the tackle slot on the right side of the Irish defensive line, and last night - in a quiet, serious manner - he talked about the Southern Cal game, and about its bearing on the rest of the ND season.

"If people think we were wrong before," he said, meaning his words. "There's no way that they've a better team than we are...and there's no way that we should have lost the game. I just wish we could play them again." Then, almost as an afterthought, he added, and wish we could play them with John Vella over me for the whole game.

It was Vella whose late-hit, after a fumble recovery, started the free-for-all which marred the second period of Saturday's game, and left Greg Marx who attempted to pull Vella from the pile of players.

Even as a sophomore, Greg Marx attracted the attention of defensive line coach Joe Yonto.

"In fact, he was so noticeable that he was deciding to invite him to Notre Dame," said Yonto. "Sure, I'm going to take the freshman," Marx said, "that's a no-brainer." Yonto added. "It was Vella whose late hit and the fumble recovery were the factors in our loss. I just wish we could play them again." Then, almost as an afterthought, he added, and wish we could play them with John Vella over me for the whole game.

Greg Marx leads the charge of the Irish front four to do, and I'm sure that it's what the rest of the team wants, too." But before the Irish can count any more, there is Navy. To beat Navy, the Notre Dame defense will have to show more life than it has in recent games, and the key to the offense is QB Cliff Brown.

"Brown's just a sophomore," said Marx, "and you've got to give him time. He's starting now for three games, and it took Theismann a while to get in. He'll do it in his third year, too. Just give him (Brown) some time. He'll come around."

Brown will come around - possibly in time for a bid to Miami. But whenever the Irish offense and its quis QB comes of age, there is no question that Greg Marx and the ND defense will be there to welcome it.
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Faculty members in accord over the impotence of the UN
by Maria Gallagher

Faculty members from the history and government departments showed sharp division over the final decision to admit Red China to the United Nations, although they generally agreed that the organization’s reputation for indecisiveness would render the admission insignificant.

History department chairman, Dr. Bernard Norling, said that the move’s “appearance is worse than the reality.” He contended that disgruntled congressmen and conservatives, would propose to limit U.S. funds for the U.N. and might possibly call for U.S. withdrawal from the world organization, but that these are of

Dr. Bernard Norling: “Appearance is worse than reality”

the admission of Red China was “a significant concession.” However, he considers the exclusion of Formosa “a bad decision.”

Government department chair, Dr. George Brinkley, echoed the U.S.’s action “of consistency of position.” He criticized the U.S. for announcing public support of China’s U.N. admission after having blocked such efforts in the past, and then attempting to require a two-thirds majority for the ouster of Nationalist China. Brinkley suggested that if Nixon wasn’t going to Peking, his proposal to require a two-thirds majority would have failed.

Brinkley also criticized the move’s timing. He said it could have been delayed until it could have been done at the same time as the admission of East Germany and the two Koreas, a move which he foresees in the “near future.” He continued that such a move would make, the U.N. would have retained Nationalist China. He also commented that it was strange for us to give support to the move while the Chinese situation is, as unclear as it is.

Brinkley also speculated that China may attempt to use her U.N. seat to champion herself as the “new leader of developing countries.”

Dr. Gerhart Niemeyer, Professor of Political Theory, Dr. George Brinkley: US actions show “inconsistency of position” held stronger sentiments, labeling the move “disastrous.” He called U.S. support an indication of a “softening” in our attitude toward Communism.

He also hit the U.N.’s action, saying that “the expulsion of Taiwan was the elimination from the U.N. of a country of 40 million people which represented the true government of China.”

Dr. Anthony Black, a member of the SMC history department, concurred with calling the action “wrong,” and contending that past U.N. condemnation of Red China had rendered the action “incongruous.” He predicted that such a move would make a two-China system more “impossible” and would have at least the admittance of Red China “incongrous.”

He said, “the recent vote to admit it as a member, Black said, was theoretically in violation of the U.N. charter, which “explicitly states” that it is an organization for “peace-loving” nations.

Black went on to predict that East Germany, North Korea and North and South Vietnam will seek General Assembly seats next. He contended that Red China’s admission could have been accomplished “more human” if a two-China system had been created.

He said that the action “marks a new age in our relations with Asia” and that it would require government positions now or the changes he sees imminent in the world scene. Black foresees no immediate change in our policy-toward Nationalist China, but refused to project any long-term results.

Dr. Gerhart Niemeyer: China may attempt to use her seat to champion herself.
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STOP in Friday afternoon and Talk Ski with Yamaha PRO, Chris Petritz

---

Yamaha Pro Special

Yamaha All Around III
Markor Simplex DL Toe Marker Rotolok Heel
Alloy Aluminum Pole

Special $155

Blizzard Special
Blizzard Fan 2000
Salomon 401 Toe
Northland Thunder Heel
Stainless Steel Pole

Special $69.95

---
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CLASSIFIED ADS

WANTED

Dr. Bernard Norling: “Appearance is worse than reality”

Need ride to Bowling Green or Rockford, Illinois any weekday.
Call front desk. 497.

Need 2 general adm. tickets to Navy game. Tom 387 2321

URGENT: hand 1, or 2 general admission fix to Navy game.
Note not be adjacent. Call Leo at 907.

Wanted: One Electric Typewriter good or great shape. Call Tom 387 2321

WANTED: 4 general admission Notre Dame football tickets. Call Bill at 383 4843.

Help show Nebraskans real China. I know, need help. Anybody, need two general all home Notre Dame tickets. Call Kevin 4725.

Need ride to Arlington Heights, Illinois or Northwood suburb area only. Call Paul - 4058.

Wanted: 6 tickets and a general admission to Navy game. Call Ann Marie 3446.

NOTICES

Fix your own car. Tonight! Work out the tools, parts and help. You do the work and save. 471 3127. Open evenings.

Need Honey? Merrill Loan Fund Placement at La Fortune 15 12 15.

Call Joanne at 287 2323 for Aggie’s and infos concerning Viviane Woodard Ex. Call Bill at 287. Entertained by Harper’s Bazaar hostess only through individual sponsorship. FREE MAKE UP LESSON.

Halloween - Fri. 8:00 pm of the Diamond Ranch. For further info call 274. Admission $5. Sponsored by Sophmore Clue.

WANT TO MOVE ON CAMPUS? Campus room available for second semester. Grey 1086.

ski trip to Aspen, Col. at 7-8 PM. R a th skeller Finally sales!!

New Jersey Club Thanksgiving Plane.

---

SALES

PITT WEEKEND NINE BUS SEATS STILL AVAILABLE
One football ticket available with purchase of a bus ticket. Call 7575 between 11 PM.

ON SALE

Brand new, guaranteed 8-track and cassette tapes. Fantasitic selection. All tapes only $2.99.

1971 (Paul) quickly

1933 purple Schoen Bus (Em Stephen Ciy. IL). $35 or best offer. 1708 Crew Club.

91 Stuck Special, Sick. Clean. Good Condition


For Sale: Moor balt. champ. 90 Ford Fairlane: Runs good. Call Mike 8279.

Amber plastic room divider. 30" X 75". Barbers chair, a vintage. Cheap. Call weekday evenings. 287 024.

For sale: 26 inch bicycle. 3 speed exc. condition. $35. 234 6669.

PERSONALS

To the suicide lovers of mind floor PM. Many thanks for a pleasant afternoon.

The Greatful Died

Dove Buck

Your acquaintance appreciates the bud

Smith

Have a cheers full Halloween. Roommate Fisher Fri. 9-80.

LOST

Lost: Man’s high school ring by HTH near Keenan Stanford Library. Great sentimental value. Guys, check with your HTH Reward: Call 4802.

Lost: Brown frame glasses near South Dining Hall. If found, contact Frank 4972.

Classified Ads paid for in cash when picked up. 2 Office hours (11:50 AM. Ads in by 2:00 on day before publication)

---

NOTICE

Stop in Friday afternoon and Talk Ski with Yamaha PRO, Chris Petritz